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me a long letter, marked " Entirely Private/' emphasizing the fact
that while he knows how to be " correct" as Foreign Minister, such an
attitude on his part would not be conducive to better understand-
ing between us, and that he often forgets that he is a Foreign Minister
and is seldom conscious of that position. He expresses, his honest
hate of the so-called correct attitudes taken by many diplomats,
which " hardly get Us anywhere; " he acknowledges that he often
indulges in thoughts in terms of one thousand or two or even three
thousand years, and if thijs strikes me as a sign of insanity, he cannot
help it as he is made that way.
The expressions which he had used in our talk on May 14, he
says, woiild not have been uttered as Foreign Minister, and those
words have no place in our official relations ; he had confided them
to me as a world citizen and he had always regarded me as some-
thing more than an Ambassador, namely, a human being to whom
he might reveal his deeper thoughts and ideas. He, however, still
writes of Germany's patience in the face of American provocation
and of the terrible Armageddon with which civilization will be faced
if the United States is drawn into the European war by attacking
or being attacked, and he regards that latter point as " rather
immaterial." He, furthermore, does not know what I mean by the
phrase in my letter "grave and far-reaching implications," and believes
that there must have been some misunderstanding because he cannot
recall any remarks of his own upon which I could have placed such an
interpretation. He suggests a further meeting in a day or two.
The Minister receives me at his private residence on May 19. We
have tea and then stroll in his garden, both smoking pipes in entire
informality, and chatting freely. He at once expresses his astonish-
ment that Mr. Hull had sent for Admiral Nomura, the Japanese
Ambassador in Washington, and had told him that Mr. Matsuoka
had sought to " intimidate " me in our conversation on the i4th. The
Minister denies that he had any intention of intimidating me or
that he had intimidated me, and he, furthermore, expresses surprise
that I had reported our conversation to my Government because he
was speaking to me as Mr. Grew and not as the American Ambas-
sador. I tell the Minister that in my report I had used the term
" bellicose " as applying to the tone and substance of what he had
said to me, and I thereupon repeat the pertinent remarks which he
had made to me which I had been led to characterize as having
" grave and far-reaching implications." The Minister does not
question the accuracy of my report but says smilingly that while his
words may have been bellicose, his heart and thoughts are peaceful.
I make clear to the Minister the fact that one of my primary duties
in Japan is to ascertain correctly and to report to my Govern-
ment the policy of the Japanese Government, just as Admiral
Nomura is doing the same thing in Washington with respect to the
policy of the American Government, and that he, the Minister for
Foreign Affairs, is the only official channel through which I can

